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Structural and electronic properties of carbon nanotube tapers
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~Received 11 May 2001; published 29 October 2001!

Carbon nanotube tapers are a set of nanostructures comprised of straight tubular sections with decreasing
diameters, joined to each other via conical funnels and terminated with a hemispherical cap. The funnels are
formed with the help of topological defects, which minimally include at least one pentagon-heptagon pair. The
structural, electronic, and transport properties of tapers are analyzed using realistic tight-binding models.
Specifically, it is shown that straight nanotube tapers aremonochiralobjects. Among a variety of possible taper
structures, kinetics of the growth process suggests that the most prevalent tapers will have either zigzag or
armchair structures. Their scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! images have been simulated for identification
purposes. The STM images of tapers are dominated by a protruding pentagon inherent in the taper structure,
which unfortunately does not allow for an easy identification of the chirality of the underlying nanotubes.
Turning to transport properties, it is shown that zigzag-based tapers will likely be poor conductors, because of
gaps induced by the semiconducting segments. Armchair-based tapers, on the other hand, are characterized by
a finite conductance at low bias voltages and make attractive prototypes for nanoscale probes and devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.195419 PACS number~s!: 73.63.Fg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since their initial discovery in 1990 by Iijima,1 carbon
nanotubes have come under ever increasing scientific s
tiny. They not only have outstanding mechanical and elec
cal properties, but also show considerable technological
tential as field emitters and electrochemical storage devic2

In the emerging field of nanotechnology, carbon nanotu
are playing a crucial role by providing a suitable ‘‘test be
or ‘‘laboratory’’ for materials properties at the nanomet
length scale.

Single-wall carbon nanotubes are formed when
graphene sheet is curled up into a cylinder and the car
atoms are joined seamlessly to each other. Nanotubes
therefore characterized by their length, diameter, and he
ity. The latter is a measure of the orientation of the graph
sheet as it is folded to form nanotubes. Following the no
tion of Hamadaet al.,3 the structure of a nanotube is d
scribed by a pair of integers (l ,m), which give the coordi-
nates of its circumference vector in the basis of the primit
lattice vector of graphene. The helicity is important beca
it determines both the mechanical and electrical propertie
the nanotubes.4 Defects in single-wall carbon nanotubes c
be classified as either atomic vacancies5 or topological
defects.6 The latter can be thought of as carbon rings that
not perfectsp2-bonded hexagons. Typically, topological d
fects consist of at least a pair of defective rings, e.g.,~5-7!
pairs, often in close proximity to each other. Topologic
defects may be formed during growth, or they may be
duced via photon and ion bombardment,5 or tensile stress —
both in the absence7 and presence of adatoms.8

Because defects introduce a nonzero Gaussian curva
into the hexagonal lattice, they have the ability to cre
smooth, seamless interfaces between different nanotube
deed, topological defects are essential elements in the fo
tion of an amazing number of three-dimensional~3D!
nanotube-based structures, many of which have been
served experimentally. These include, for instance, nanotu
based tori,9 helical nanotubes,10 nanocones,11,12 nanohorns,13
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nanotube junctions,14,15 and of course nanotube caps wi
different types of symmetries.16 In this paper, we examine
theoretically the structural, electronic, and transport prop
ties of a nanotube taper. A nanotube taper is made up
series of straight nanotube sections with decreasing diam
joined together via topological defects, and eventually ter
nated with a cap. Tapers consisting of multiwalled nanotu
have previously been observed with transmission-elec
microscopy~TEM!.17 Moreover, Cumings and coworkers18

have shown that it is possible to engineer such tapered s
tures. Because of their unique morphology, there is con
erable interest in the tapered systems as candidates
scanning-probe tips, electron field emitters, and biologi
electrode tips. However, understanding of their electrical a
transport properties is essential before one can truly eval
their potential for applications. In this paper, we investiga
theoretically the structural, scanning tunneling microsco
~STM!, electronic, and transport properties of these syste
We will show that simple nanotube tapers are monoch
objects. STM imaging under conditions of constant curr
does not aid much in their identification, since the images
dominated by protruding fivefold rings. We have also p
formed a detailed study of electronic transport in armcha
and zigzag-based tapered structures. While the zigzag-b
tapers make poor conductors, because of the presence of
ductance gaps in the semiconducting sections, we find
armchair tapers are characterized by a finite conductanc
low bias voltages, which makes them attractive prototyp
for nanoscale scanning probes and devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
next section we discuss the basic structural properties
straight, decreasing-diameter systems. The general geom
rules for the taper structure are derived and analyzed. T
characteristic STM images are described in Sec. III. In
fourth section, we present a discussion of the transport p
erties with an emphasis on the quantum conductances
local density of states~LDOS! characteristics. Section V con
tains a short summary and conclusions.
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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II. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

A tapered nanotube consists of a number of straight na
tube sections with decreasing diameter. These systems
connected in series in such a way that there are no dang
bonds and the angles between all nanotube sections are
Nanotube junctions can be built up easily for any pair
nanotubes19,20 through the introduction of a single pentago
heptagon~5-7! pair, whose position depends sensitively up
the helicity of the nanotube, as shown by Dunlap21,22 and
Saito et al.19 While one can obviously build up disordere
junctions containing extended defects, we shall only cons
‘‘perfect’’ tapers in the present work.

In the junctions discussed by Dunlap, the topological
fects lie at diametrically opposing locations, thereby allo
ing for the formation of junctions between nanotubes w
different helicities. These junctions have been very usefu
the interpretation of experimental TEM~Ref. 23! and atomic
force microscopy24 data. However, Dunlap-type junctions a
typically bent with an angle of about 36°.15,25 Hence, these
need not be considered when constructing straight structu
as is appropriate for tapers. To date, the study of such stra
junctions has been limited to the case of zigzag/zig
interfaces.26 However, as shown below, straight junctions c
be constructed whenever both nanotubes have the sam
licity. In this case, the only role of the defects is to cont
the diameter of the system in the generation of a con
section, whose axis is parallel to the axis of the nanotub

The general structure of tapers can be investigated wi
the general framework of Saitoet al.,19 of which tapers con-
stitute a special case. From a two-dimensional~2D! mapping
of the junction, it is straightforward to verify that the tw
nanotubes must have parallel chiral vectorsCW 1 and CW 2 in
order to form straight junctions. Therefore,

CW 15g CW 2 , ~1!

whereg.1 is a rational number for zigzag or armchair co
stituents and an integer otherwise~condition I!. Let us define
the junction vectorjW as the two-dimensional vector joinin
the pentagon and the heptagon that support the conne
conical section. This vector must form an angle ofp/3 radi-
ans with bothCW 1 and CW 2 ~condition II!. Using Hamada’s
notation3 of CW 15( l 1 ,m1) and CW 25( l 2 ,m2), jW is uniquely
expressed in terms of the chiral indices of both nanotube
jW5(m22m1 ,l 12 l 22m2). From condition I this becomes

jW5~g21!@m1 ,2~ l 11m1!#. ~2!

For a hexagonal system with basis vectorsaW 1 andaW 2, shown
in Fig. 1, the resulting junction vector is at an angle ofp/3
from the vectorsCW 1 or CW 2, so that condition II is automati
cally met. This is illustrated for the case of zigzag, chir
and armchair nanotubes in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!, respectively.

One can confirm this construction by computing the dih
dral anglef between the planes defined by the cone axis
that of each of the nanotubes, as introduced by Saitoet al.,19
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f56 arcos
uCW 1u21uCW 2u22u jWu2

2uCW 1u uCW 2u
. ~3!

Using Eqs.~1! and ~2!, it follows thatf50. Geometrically,
this implies that the pentagon and the heptagon are loc
on a line parallel to the main axis of the conical joint and a
separated by a distance which is directly proportional to
difference between the nanotube radii.

Alternatively, the taper construction can be describ
within the framework of dislocations theory.27 It can be
shown that straight junctions are made up of exactlynd

5(g21)3( l 11m1) dislocations. In the limiting case ofg
51, there are of course no dislocations and no defects
general, the number of dislocations, and consequently
distance between the pentagon and the heptagon, is typi
large ~sinceg>2 for chiral nanotubes!, except for the arm-
chair case (l 15m1), wherend can be as small as 2, and th
zigzag junctions (m150) wherend can be 1. Due to the
kinetics of the growth process, a fairly small number of d
locations is expected. Indeed, when the pentagon-hepta
distance is large, any tiny relative tilt along the circumfe
ence will usually result in a bent structure and rarely in
straight junction.19 It follows that one can expect that th
armchair and zigzag structures dominate the type of tap
that are formed experimentally. We have therefore mos
concentrated on the properties of such zigzag~Z! and arm-
chair ~A! tapers. Specifically, the armchair model was co
posed of;13 Å ~6,6!, ~7,7!, ~8,8!, and ~9,9! sections sand-
wiched between two long (5,5) and (10,10) tubes. Simila
a zigzag model was built from (10,0) to (14,0) sections w
(9,0) and (15,0) nanotubes at the two ends. The ini
atomic coordinates used to construct these tapers were
tained via the general algorithm proposed by Tamura
co-workers.28,20 The three-dimensional structures were th
relaxed using both a classical Tersoff-Brenner potential29 and
a standard tight-binding model.30 As the atomic relaxations
obtained with these two models do not differ significant
we have primarily used the former to relax the very lar
systems, thereby reducing the numerical cost of the inve
gation.

FIG. 1. 2D mapping of straight carbon-nanotube junctions. T

3D structure is obtained by ‘‘rolling’’stW onto zyW , tuW onto yxW , and

uvW onto xwW with CW 15tyW ([szW ), CW 25uxW ([vwW ), and jW5tuW , re-
spectively. In doing so, the rectanglesstyzanduvwx become parts
of cylinders connected by a conical section whose 2D map is

shaded ‘‘trapezoid’’tuxy. ~a! CW 15(3,0) and CW 25(2,0), ~b! CW 1

5(4,2) andCW 25(2,1), and~c! CW 15(2,2) andCW 25(1,1).
9-2
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III. STM IMAGES OF TAPERED NANOTUBES

Having discussed the general geometrical aspects
tapers, we now turn to their simulated STM images, in or
to aid in their experimental identification. To calculate t
images, we have used a standard Tersoff-Hamann appr
modified for tight-binding models. As this procedure h
been detailed several times in the literature,31,32 we do not
outline it here. For the simulations, we used a sin
p-orbital-based Hamiltonian with tip-substrate hopping in
grals as previously parametrized. This approximation, wh
has proven itself to be reasonably accurate at least for
bias voltages, reproduces many features of the experime
STM pictures.33 In order to avoid the unwanted localize
states associated with the ends of the taper, semi-infi
boundary conditions were simulated using the recurs
method of Haydock in computing the Green’s function34

The computations were carried out with a large number
recursive stages~typically 250! and a small imaginary par
~0.02 eV!.

Figures 2 and 3 show the simulated STM images of th
and Z tapers, respectively. These display the following f
tures. In agreement with several theoretical and experime
studies35,36for other systems, the underlying atomic structu
of the taper is not immediately visible. The most obvio
visible feature in the images is that of the pentagons, wh
appear as large ‘‘doughnutlike’’ rings. The heptagons, on
other hand, are almost unidentifiable. These observations
consistent with previous works on isolated topologic
defects.25,8,37One disappointing feature is that the signatu
of the pentagons themselves are not enough to measur
helicity of the underlying nanotubes. Indeed, it is very ha
to distinguish between the A and Z tapers from an ST
image.

Further information is available from local scanning tu
neling spectroscopy~STS! measurements, which are know
to compare quite favorably with LDOS information.38,39The
local densities of states of both systems have been comp
and are displayed in the bottom right parts of Figs. 2 and
As already observed by Charlier and co-workers26 for
straight zigzag junctions, resonant states associated with
pological defects emerge from the LDOS: states below
Fermi level (E50) are to be associated with pentagon
while peaks above the Fermi level correspond to heptag
It is worth noting that the locations of these resonant sta
depend upon the local tube radius. We find, in accorda
with previous works,26 that the energies of localized stat
are close to the semiconducting gap or the metallic plat
edges of the perfect nanotube. There are noticeable di
ences in the LDOS of the armchair and zigzag systems s
ied: the density of states is slightly larger and shows osc
tions around the Fermi level for the A tapers. These res
agree with recent combined STM/STS measurements
formed on similar nanotube systems.35

IV. QUANTUM TRANSPORT THROUGH TAPERS

The ability to peel and then sharpen multiwall nanotub
is an important breakthrough in the control and engineer
of the postgrowth morphology of carbon nanotubes. T
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method, designed by Cumingset al.,18 provides the opportu-
nity to design unique structures for local probes that could
used, for instance, in biological environments. Howev
such structural modifications are likely to cause drama
changes in the transport properties. Perfect nanotubes
known to act as ballistic conductors that are able to carr
large current density.40 Theoretically speaking, metallic arm
chair tubes have two channels open for conductance in
regime of low bias voltages: the conductance spectra dis
a flat plateau of 2G0 (G052e2/h) around the Fermi level.41

However, mechanical or structural deformations of the h
agonal lattice of the nanotube can strongly modify this p
ture. For instance, it has been shown that the presenc
topological defects,41 or tube bending,42–44can induce metal/
semiconductor transitions. Based on these considerati
one can expect that the transport properties of tapers wil
strongly modified.

The LDOS and conductance spectra have been evalu

FIG. 2. Calculated constant current 0.5 V STM image of
(5,5)/(6,6)/(7,7)/(8,8)/(9,9)/(10,10) armchair taper. The tip heig
is represented by the grey-scale index. The pentagonal rings
trude from the top-view image~top! and the hexagonal lattice is no
clearly rendered from neither the top nor the side~left! views. The
local densities of states~right! correspond to locations taken along
central vertical line from the left image. Resonant states, below
above the Fermi level atE50, show up clearly along the tape
They correspond to the pentagonal and heptagonal rings, res
tively. All distances are quoted in Ångstrom.
9-3
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MEUNIER, NARDELLI, ROLAND, AND BERNHOLC PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 195419
using a Green’s function and transfer-matrix-based appro
for computing transport in extended systems.42,43 This
method, applicable to any general Hamiltonian that can
described within a localized-orbital basis, can be used a
efficient and general theoretical scheme for the analysi
electrical properties of nanostructures. The conductanceG is
related to the current in the tubes viaI 5GV, and is given by
the Landauer formulaG5G0T, whereT is the transmission
function. Rather than using the singlep-band tight-binding
model, we employ a model which fully incorporates thes
and p orbitals45 with hopping parameters and on-site int
grals parametrized by Charlier and co-workers.46 This model
is known to successfully reproduce the electronic structur
the nanotubes, even in the presence of topological defec26

The conductance spectra of a model Z taper, built fr
$( i ,0),i 59, . . . ,15% nanotube segments, is shown in Fig.
This taper consists of a succession of metal/semicondu
junctions,47 whose behavior is readily understood in terms
the individual junctions that make up the taper. For instan
consider the conductance of the isolated (9,0)/(10,0) and
(9,0)/(15,0) junctions shown in Figs. 2 and 3. T
(9,0)/(10,0) metal/semiconductor system shows a large
corresponding to the (10,0) band gap. On the other hand
metal/metal (9,0)/(15,0) system remains metallic, except f

FIG. 3. Calculated constant current 0.5 V STM images o
(9,0)/(10,0)/(11,0)/(12,0)/(13,0)/(14,0)/(15,0) zigzag taper. This
Z-tapered system basically exhibits the same features as the A
in Fig. 2, but has a much smaller density of states at the Fermi le
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a very small gap around zero bias resulting from the hyb
ization of thes andp bands, which is especially pronounce
for the small (9,0) tube. Note that the conductivity in th
62.0 eV range is less than 2G0 , which is due to scattering
by topological defects making up the junction.48 The local-
ized states corresponding to the defects also lead to reso
scattering and narrow dips in the conductance spectra.

From the point of view of transport, the present Z-taper
system can be thought of as resulting from the introduct
of four small conical sections into a (9,0)/(15,0) single junc-
tion. The net result is that the semiconducting constituent
the junction introduce, as expected, a region of zero cond
tance around the origin, with the gap being determined
the smallest semiconducting tube, i.e., the (10,0) tube. N
also that the conductance outside of the gap region
;1 G0 , as expected for a system with multiple-scatteri
centers. Hence, the Z tapers will not be useful as cond
tance probes.

Much more promising from a transport point of view a
the A tapers, which consist of different metallic segmentsA
priori , conduction through such tapers is not guarante

FIG. 5. Quantum conductance of the A taper displayed in Fig
The system is clearly metallic and has a conductance of ab
2.0 G0 around the origin. The oscillations between22.0 and 2.0
eV can be attributed to reflections by defects and the noncontin
of the wave vector along the system.E50 corresponds to the Ferm
energy of the system.

per
l.

FIG. 4. Quantum conductances of~a! the Z taper shown in Fig.
3, and of the isolated (9,0)/(10,0) and (9,0)/(15,0) straight junc-
tions, ~b! and ~c!. The energy origin corresponds to the Fermi e
ergy. The small gap in~c! results froms-p hybridization on the
(9,0) side of the system.
9-4
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FIG. 6. Comparative investigation of the e
fect of length of the central part of a three
segment A taper on the conductance. Left pan
conductance of the (5,5)/(7,7)/(10,10) system as
the length of the (7,7) section is increased grad
ally from ~a! to ~f!. Right panel~top!: a model of
the structure in~a!. Right panel~bottom!: conduc-
tance of single (5,5)/(7,7), (7,7)/(10,10), and
(5,5)/(10,10) junctions,~g!–~i!.
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since symmetry breakage can, even in the case of the
chair tubes, destroy metallicity by opening a gap in the D
around the Fermi level.41–43 We have investigated the prop
erties of a (5,5)/(6,6)/(7,7)/(8,8)/(9,9)/(10,10) taper show
in Fig. 5, using the Charlier parameters. This taper show
conductance close to the ideal value of 2G0 , with some
fluctuations around that value. In particular, the dips close
60.8 eV are characteristics of scattering from the~5-7! de-
fect pair.

In order to understand the effects of taper geometry
transport, we have investigated the effects of changing
lengthof a straight (7,7) nanotube section between two ju
tions — a (5,5)/(7,7)/(10,10) system. The results are sho
in Fig. 6. Here Figs. 6~a!–6~f! show G as the (7,7) length
increases from 2.46 Å~28 atoms! in Fig. 6~a!, with the cor-
responding structure shown in the inset, to 24.6 Å~280 at-
oms! in Fig. 6~f!, while Figs. 6~g!–6~i! show results for the
straight (5,5)/(10,10), (7,7)/(10,10), and (5,5)/(7,7) junc-
tions, respectively.

Figures 6~h! and 6~i! are very similar, whereas Fig. 6~g! is
somewhat different. In all cases, the conductance show
sharp dip, which corresponds to the DOS plateau edge o
large-diameter component of the junction. As discussed
viously, resonant states arising from defects are loca
closely to the DOS plateau edge, and also coincide with
first Van Hove singularity~VHS! in the band structure. The
VHS in the larger-diameter nanotube falls within the meta
plateau of the smaller-diameter nanotube. It leads to a r
nant scattering by the defect states: an almost complete
flection of the incoming electrons takes place, thereby red
ing the conduction to almost zero at these points. In orde
illustrate this effect, we have calculated the averaged LD
along a (5,5)/(7,7) system, as shown in Fig. 7. Note th
double peak~VHS and resonant state! features and the cor
respondence between the dips in the conductance spectr
the sharp peaks in the LDOS.

Let us now return to the three-memb
(5,5)/(7,7)/(10,10) A-tapered systems@Figs. 6~a!–6~f!#. The
various conductances display sharp dips corresponding to
(10,10) tube at60.8 eV. Another dip, located at61.2 V,
appears gradually as the (7,7) section length is increased
19541
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the (7,7) nanotube is formed. Except for these sharp dips
conductance is roughly 2.0G0 up to the edges of the (5,5
metallic plateau, at least for curves in Figs. 6~a! to 6~d!. In
the case of Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!, the conductance spectra sho
many ripples. These two cases correspond to system
which the (7,7) section that is sandwiched between two ju
tions is made up of exactly 3N unit cells. For such systems
the central section behaves like an electronic wave guide
energies close to the Fermi level.32,49 In this case, construc
tive and destructive interferences between the scatte
waves in the central part of the junction lead to the obser
ripples.

FIG. 7. Local density of states~LDOS! along the interface of a
(5,5)/(7,7) junction. Local densities of states were averaged
circumferential rings made up of 20 and 28 atoms for the (5,5)
(7,7) sections, respectively, and the zero-DOS line is drawn
each curve while the DOS varies smoothly from one region of
perfect tube to another. It must be stressed that the Van Hove
gularities are located on each component nanotube and do not
etrate deep into the other component. The energy origin co
sponds to the Fermi energy of the system.
9-5
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the structural and e
tronic properties of tapered nanotube systems. These at
tive tubular structures are formed by successively join
straight nanotube junctions, each of which contains onl
single~5-7! pair. We have shown that such tapers systems
monochiral objects. Among all the monochiral systems t
can be formed, the ones in which the pentagon-hepta
distance is small should be kinetically favored. For this re
son, most synthesized tapers are likely to have armcha
zigzag symmetries. The STM images of A and Z tapers
dominated by large rings corresponding to the pentag
present in the junctions. However, it is difficult to obta
atomically resolved information from these images. Turni
to the electronic transport properties, most Z tapers will ha
significant conductance gaps, due to the semiconducting
tions comprising the taper. Therefore, they make poor c
ductance probes. A tapers, on the other hand, will have s
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stantial finite conductances at low bias voltage
Interestingly, the conductance spectrum of an A taper c
tains sharp dips, which correspond to topologically induc
resonant states, that are located close to the first Van H
singularities of the sandwiched armchair section, provid
that the latter is long enough. One can therefore imag
developing nanoscale switches based on these struct
through a suitable tuning of the length and diameter of
sections comprising the tapers.
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